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1 Introduction

In furtherance ofpublic health goals, multiple levels ofgovemment inthe United
States (‘US’) have sought to reduce the incidence of non-communicable diseases
(‘NCD5’) by influencing the conduct of enterprises involved in the tobacco, alco
hol and unhealthy food businesses. In this chapter, I first explain the implications
of the complex nature of the US government for regulation in this field, before
providing examples of recent public health measures targeted at these three fisk
factors for NCDs. The balance of the chapter explores a range of legal attacks
brought by the relevant industries on public health measures in this field. The
chapter demonstrates the difficulties arising for public health regulation as a result
ofthe litigious nature ofUS society and the propensity ofthe courts to be wary of
interference with business interests.

2 The complex nature ofUS government: federal, state and
local health measures

Some of the regulatory action in addressing NCD risk factots in the US has been
at the federal (or national, level through legislation enacted by the US Congress
and regulations adopted by administrative agencies jsuch as the Food and Drug
Administration (‘FDA’)). It is critical to appreciate at the outset that because the
US does not have a parliamentary form of government, the President is in a very
di&rent position from that of the typical Prime Minister, who can ordinarily
get the Parliament to enact the laws put forward by the government currently in
power. In the US, the legislature (the US Congress) is comprised of two houses
. the Senate and the House of Representatives and either or both may well be
under the control of a political party other than die President’s. Either of those
branches of Congress can block the adoption of what the President proposes.
Moreover, even if the Senate, say, is controlled by the party in the \1ke House,
sdil the chair of the specific committee through which any pmposed legislation
must go has the power to block a proposed law, and committee chairs often do
this even when they and the President belong to the same party. Hence, industry
Opponents of proposed legislation have many points at which they can battle to
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defeat it. Executive departments like the FDA are somewhat more under tj

President s control. But independent administrative agencies such as the Feder
rrade Comrni3sirn al e another matter. Aith ugh these sorts of agcnies are typj
cally run by a fi’e-member board in which there is a 3 2 majority (including ti
key chair position) who are Presidential appointees from the Presidents party
nonetheless, once in office, agency chairs (and rncmbers have substantial freedom
to pursue their own agendas.

At the state level, the story is much the same. Legislatures and executive depa.
ments under the control of the stat&s Governor can also seek to regulate com
panics in olved with al ohoI, tobacco and unhealthy foods. Indeed, th US i a
natic P ideo1ogicJ1y rood in fedcralism, hich mean fbr these purpes tk
pub1ic health’ is nonnally view ed as primarily a pi oblern for state (and local) gov
ernment to deal with iather than the national (federal) goernrnent. Of cours
in today’s world, the reality is that the federal government has more powerihi
taxing and other powers than do states, and many problems transcend state (and
even nationaP) boundaries. Still, public health legislation in the US remains pri.
manly state legislation. and among other things this means that the law can vary
consideiably from state to state. To give one biief illustration. although national
toba ,ntrol pi i’ quite eak in the US,’ in the tate of Waslurgt n it i
reasonably stiong (and smoking prevalence rates are re1ati’ely lo’, about I 7 per
cent of adults); by contrast, the state of Kentucky has a ver weak toba o control
program (and smoking rates there are very high, about 29 per cent of aduhs).2

Finally, many key public health measures are initiated at the local level. These
turn out to be extremely important (albeit again raising the problem of uneven
policy from place to place). Local government is complex in the US, but most
important here are cities and counties, in addition to local boards of health (or
similarly named bodies). Cities are usually contained within the borders of coun
ties (although San Francisco, for example, is a somewhat unusual exception,
being both a cify and a county). In some piaces cities take the lead on iocai pubiic
health matters and counties, ifthey act at all, focus primarily on geographic areas
within counties that are not organised into cities (often this means somewhat less
populated suburban or rural areas). But elsewhere county government takes the
lead adopting policies applicable to (or quickly adopted by) cities within their
territories The legal powers of cities, counties and local boards of health vary
significantly from place to place. And, of course, while city and county legislators
sometimes lead the way, at other times they follow the lead of their elected chief
executives (like mayors or chairs ofboards of supenrisors).

One reason that public health advocacy groups will seek reform through local
governmental action is that they believe their political leverage is strongest there.
Loca? citizens can more easi?y ‘obby loca? p&itical actors; those actors may more
directly feel accountable to local political opinion; and those in the alcohol, tobacco
and unhealthy food industries might be 1ess able to fight back, especially if many
localities are simultaneously considering similar measures and these businesses
are seen as outsiders who don’t have local health values on their side. Hence, it is
common for public health advocates to seek early adoption of new ideas in places
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Wce San Francisco and New York City with the hope that from there they and
oUeagues around the country can promote diffusion to ever more places.3

lVlilLe ft is possible, of course, to impact the nation as a whole all at once via

the US Congress, that is precisely where public health advocates often fed that
iiidusay has the most clout This potential difference in polital strength at differ-

tat levels of government has resulted in the alcohol, tobacco and unhealthy food
industries adopting a ‘pre-empdon’ strategy, as discussed in mon detail below.
For example, these industhes seek to get weak state laws adopted that (either
expressly’ or, with the cleverness of theft lawyers later on, impliedly preclude
sWOfl& laws from being put into place at the local level; or similarly, they seek a
itü federal regime to occupy the field thereby blocking what might be stronger
state or local laws.

3 Examples ofrecent public health measures aimed at
tobacco, alcohol ad unhealthy foods

Public health laws and regulations proposed and adopted in the US with respect
to tobacco, alcohol and unhealthy foods may be grouped in various ways. Below
is one way ofgrouping them:

1) Excise (or similar) taxes that seek to discourage demand for socially undesir
able products such as cigarettes, alcoholic beverages and sugar-sweetened
sodas by forcing a price increase that ft is assumed the tax will generate.

2) Bans on the sale or use of certain products (or ingredients in products), such
a trans fats.

3 Partial bans such as: making illegal the sale to minors ofcertain products such
as tobacco and alcohol; imposing pardon size limits on, say, sweetened car-
bonated drinks; forbidding businesses from combining the sale of unhealthy
children’s meals with toy giveaways; enacting.neighbourhood density limits,
such as allowing a limited number ofstores to sell alcoholic beverages in an
area, àr blocking new business pennits for undeshable retailers such as fast
food outlets; requiring apartment complexes or some parts of them to be
smoke free; precluding the sale ofcigarettes in less than a frill pack or at a dis
count Pñce; forbidding pbarrnades to sell unhealthy items such as dgarettes.

4) Marketing restdcdons such as: forbidding television advertising for tobacco
products and beverages with high alcohol content; banning particular adver
tisements from being shown on certain sorts of television programs or at
certain times, eg excluding unhealthy food advertising on television programs
aimed at children; resthcting billboard use, such as preventing posters for
tobacco products to appear near schools or day care centres; limiting where
products may be placed in stores, such as forcing alcohol products to be
under lock and key or otherwise unavailable for customer self-service, or
requiring food store check-out aisles to be free ofcertain unhealthy food that
might otherwise prompt impulse purchases or pressure by children to have
parents buy them.
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5) Required warnings and disclosures such as: demanding that calorie cou
appear on restaurant menu labels; having processed foods list their sugar
salt and fat quantities on product package labels; insisting that riskof-ha
warnings be included in advertisements of products such as cigarettes arj
alcoholic spirits.

4 Industry legal attacks on public health measures

4 I Types Qflegal attack

When laws, regulations and other initiatives of the sortjust described are launched
(or about to be launched) that the impacted industry does not favour, but hag
exhausted its many opportunities to block in conventional political fora, the typj
cal next move is for the industry to consider attacking these measures in couft
This chapter is primarily organised around these legal attacks.

Put simply, federal initiatives on behalfofpublic health will typically be attacked
in court as either violating the United States Constitution or as illegal behaviour by
the adopter of the measure at issue (eg it is beyond the legal power of the agency
to regulate in the way it proposes, or the agency has illegally failed to follow
the proper procedure in adopting the regulations). For measures pursued at the
state level, industiy legal attacks can include claims that the measures they are
complaining about violate the United States Gonstitution and/or the relevant state
constitution or are pre-empted by federal legislation, or that the state agency
promulgating them either does not have the legal power to do so or did so in an
illegal manner. A similar set of legal challenges is available to attack local meas
ures, with both federal and state pre-emption potemialiy looming over them. This
sort oflitigation may be brought by industiy in a state or federal court, depending
on the issue at stake (although sometimes the industry has a choice about where
to sue).

This does not of course mean that industry attacks eveiything, or that indus
try wins all of the legal attacks it launches. But business has won what might
be thought a surprising number of important cases (as detailed below), and
even when industry does not win, its laers are often able to use the litigation
strategy to impose a substantial delay on the implementation of public health
measures

4.2 Statutoty claims: pre-emption case examples

As noted above, pre-emption cases centre on legal arguments that actions of
higher levels of government have precluded the targeted (pically stronger)
actions of lower levels. The pre-emption clai;i has been an especially powerful
legal tool for the tobacco industry.

Since the 1 950s, tobacco companies have been the object of civil actions (toil
claims) for money damages by smokers (or their heirs)4 For years, the tobacco
industry mounted vigorous and universally successful defences against these
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claims.5 In the I 980s and early I 990s, however, when considerable unflattering
1formation became increasingly available to the public about what the tobacco

industry had long known about the dangers of its products,6 a new round of

lawsuits was filed, and some thought these were far more promising) To be sure,

going back to I 969, cigarette packages and advertisements contained the nation

ally required statement: ‘Warning: The US Surgeon General Has Determined

that Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Heahh’) But a lawsuit filed in New

Jefsey in 1 983 claimed, among other things, that a stronger warning should have

been provided, and a jury eventually awarded money damages to the surviving

husband ofthe deceased smoker9 When this Cipolione case1 was finally resolved in

199%, however, a divided US Supreme Court decided that state cfailure to warn’

tort claims were preempted by s 5 b of the federal cigarette labelling law, which

provides: ‘No requirement or prohibition based on smoking and health shall be

imposed under State law with respect to the advertising or promotion of any

cigarettes the packages of which are labeled in conformity with the provisions of

this Act’ The court determined that awarding money damages via tort law for

the failure to provide a stronger warning amounted to a precluded ‘requirement
based on smoking and health’.
Since then. tobacco companies have invoked this preemption language in the

Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act LAA’ in a variety of settings. For
example, in I 999, the Attorney General of the State of Massachusetts adopted
rules that precluded tobacco advertising on billboards located within 1000 feet
about 300 meters) from schools and gr’3 The purpose of these rules
was to protect children from being assaulted by appealing cigarette advertise
inents leaving their school grounds, especially when the sale of tobacco
products to minors has long been illegaL The tobacco industry’ challenged these
rules, and with respect to cigarette advertising the industry won once again on the
ground that this state regulation was pre-empted by the federal law. Specifically,
in the 200 1 Lo?illard case, a divided US Supreme Court held that the pre-emption
provision applied not merely to advertising content restrictions (as Massachusetts
had argued, but also to locational restrictions, and since the billboard ban was based
on concerns about smoking and health and not just about preventing crime, as
Massachusetts had argued), the state rules were struck down. ‘

In 2009, however, Con’ess enacted an exception to the pre-emption provision
that permits some restrictions on promotional activity. ‘ This exception states
that ‘a State or locality may enact statutes and promulgate regulations, based on
smoking and health . . . imposing specific bans or restrictions on the time, place,
and manner, but not content, of the advertising or promotion of any cigarettes’.
It was clearly understood that this amendment was meant to overturn this aspect
ofthe Lorillard decision.

At that same time, New York City’s Board ofHealth adopted rules that required
merchants to place signs in retail stores where tobacco is sold ‘ The signs were to
Contain one of three vivid ‘aphic warnings about the use of tobacco products, as
well as a smoking quit-line phone number. New York City argued that this was a
valid restriction on the sale of cigarettes, but in 20 1 2 the federal Court of Appeals
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found that these new signs amounted to the imposition of additional Content
the nafionaily mandated uniform warning. As a result, this regime was sajij
have added a forbidden additional ‘requirement’ with respea to the pmmoflo of
ClgalttftS that did not qualifr under the reCent amendment and therefore was stjg
pre-empted by the ]fl’7

By Contrast, the dty of ProvidenCe, Rhode Island, was reent1y sunM
fending cIT a preempdon thin Hoping to reduCe the ale of tobaao use by
young people, the dty adopted two ordinanc.es that (i) restriCt the City’s tobac
and dgarette retailers from reducing p±es on tobaCco woduc.ts by means of
coupons and certain müffl-pa& discounts and (ii) restriCt the sale of ertaj
flavoured tobacco produds other than dgareua.’8 Late in 2013, the feder
Court of Appeals upheld these ordinaiwes, conduding that they impose limjt.
dons primarily on priCes and product features rather than on advertising ad
promotion.19

Turning to the area ofunhealthy foods, when New York City sought to requte
thain restaurants to post on their menus (and menu boards) the number ofta1ori
in the meals they offered, this initiative initially also ran into pre-emption proi>
lems. The first version of the law applied only to those thains that had already
voluntarily made a1o± information available (albeit usually not in the prominent
way required by the new law)Y° This venion was invalidated in 2007 by a federal
thaljudge2’ on the ground that it was pre-empted by the federal Nutrition Isbeliqg
and Educaân Act22 The judge’s ruling was veiy tethnical and perhaps motivated
by a sense that the dty had unfairly leaned on those firms that had already been
more forthComing with a1oñe data. He explained how New York City caM
come into Compliance with the federal regime, and it diso by adjusting the menu
labelling requirement to apply to all thains with 15 or more stores.23 This revised
version was upheld against a renewed pre-emption Challenge by both the original
thaljudge24 and, in 2009, the federal Court ofAppeals.23

The important message here is that federal carts in the US are regularly sailed
upon to interpret somewhat opaque federal legislation and apply its provisiom
to state and local exerdses of their ordinary powers in order to dedde whether
Congress meant to pre-empt suth laws. Although the US Supreme Court often
speaks of a ‘presumption against pre-emption’,26 lawyers representing industry
have been able to COfl1flCC the COurts that a number ofimportant measures that
otherwise would be valid are no longer available to lower levels of government
We have also seen that it is at least possible for a higher level of government
(namely Congress) to respond to a judicial pre-emption ruling by providing that,
regardless of whether or not the courts had interpreted the existing statute cot-
recily, for the future the rules are dearly changed and states and localities can
proceed to enact certain sorts of measures if they wish.27 This son of ‘conecdw’
Change may be made in the field of pre-emption because the legal question is a
matter ofwhether the higher level of government wants to control public health
policy concerning the issue. A very different situation applies to objections that
industiy makes to legislation on the basis of the UnWA Sates Constitution, to which
I now turn.
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4.3 Constitutional claims: commercialflwe speech examples

4.3.1 Comnwrdal vspoli&al or artistic speech

In 1976, the US Supreme Court abandoned its prior position (established in
renaein 1942)28 that the ‘free speech’ clause ofthe FfrstAmendment to the United
,5atu COfl5ktlitWTi29 did not apply to pure commercial advertising’. Specifically,

in VvEüa Phannag, the court concluded that the First Amendment protected
not only indMdual political speech and ardsdc speech, but also ‘commercial’
speech;’ the court accordingly invalidated a law that prohibited advertising the
prices of prescription drugs.3’ In effect, the court used the First Amendment to
deal with what is perhaps best seen as a problem of unfair competition (better
nandled perhaps by changes in andwust/compeddon Jaws). Paving the way for
chain pharmacies especially to promote their lower prices, the court concluded
diat because listeners have a right to receive information about product prices,
price advertisements must be given free speech protection.

To be sure, just as defamatory speech and obscene speech are not protected
by the First Amendment, neither is false and misleading advertising. But truthful
advertisements, informing consumers about where to buy certain products and for
how much money, were brought by the court in Vbgãüa Pharmacy within the First
Amendment This sort ofspeech was not given as complete protection as is given,
ny, to political speech (as the court later clarified in Central Hudson in l98O).
Nonetheless, in the years to follow the court has struck down many advertising
restrictions as inconsis$eht with the ‘free speech’ clause.53

1.3.2 Tobacco and alcohol adverth*zg

One important example concerns the effort of the State of Rhode Island to
preclude advertisements promoting low-priced alcoholic beverages?’ Although
plausibly justified as a public health measure designed to reduce alcohol con-
sumption, as a practical matter this law was best viewed as a politically successful
eflbrt by small local alcohol sellers toward offcompefidon by large, price-cutting
compedton, again something perhaps better dealt with by antitrust laws. But
in 14 advertising restriction was seen as a free speech issue, and
despite a specific provision in the United States Constitu6on giving states special
authority to regulate the sale ofalcohol,37 the Rhode Island restriction was invali
datedjust as other advertising bans had been.

Tobacco advertising on billboardshas also been given First Amendment protec
don. As noted above, in the billiard case, cigarette advertisers successfully blocked
Massachusetts’ restrictions on the proximity to schools of tobacco advertising on
the ground that such restrictions were pre-empted by the FCLAA. In addition,
in the same opinion, the US Supreme Court concluded that tobacco companies
also had First Amendment rights to advertise, again focusing on the rights of
adults to receive information via billboards about tobacco products? This part
of the court’s opinion had the effect of invalidating rules that would otherwise
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have done away with billboard advertisements for cigars, chewing tobacco d
other non-dgaiette tobacco products in most ofthe State3 (since state reguIajo
ofthose tobacco pioducts was not pre-empted by the national dgarctte 1abeuj

1 The court noted that, in urban areas, the 1000 foot from school restricton
almost entirely precluded billboard atherilsing, and in light oftha inte±ren e
the right of adults to recewe tobaco advertising, the restriction was too swecpg
and hence ,ali4’

In the same opinion, dx court upheld Massachusuts’ requirements that dg.
iettes may not be placed on open shehes foi seW-service b) customeis but rat
had to be phytaily obtained from ston derks. me comt viewed these mea
ures as largely about the regulation of sales rathei than of speech or atherdsing
and promotion and hence no pre luded b either the Fhst Amendment or

LAA43

4 3.3 Ic cu il midgs zuam7zmg •l tobaowprodu&4

Seemg the su cess of First Amendment laims m a ‘aneW of contexts, industry
lawyers hne been qux k to make nt n moie aggresswe arguments against ‘arious
government a tions. perhaps sensing that the US Supreme Court’s cornenat,e
justices (or at least some of then) now view the commercial free speech docthn
as a tool for pushing back against all sorts ofpubhc iegulaffon in hne with the
wider deregulation agenda oftheir ideological bedfellows in the political process

For example, in 2009, the US Congress passed a statute calling for nine stronger
rotating text warnings to be placed on cigarette packages and ordered thc Food
and Drug Administration to select graphic images that fflusnte those waminp
that cigarette companies would also have to display on the packs.4’ This is a strat
egy that has been used in many other nations induding, for example, Australia
and Canada.” rm FDA also interpreted the statute to require that tobacco
companies limit themselves to black-and-white text and no colour advertising
in their advertisements in most media (sometimes called ‘tombstone advertising’
provisions),* a variation on the ‘plain packaging’ strategy already employed hi
Australia.47 The industry launched legal atncb on both the limits on what I
could display in its advertisements and the required graphic images. In line with
the earlier decisions noted above, the tombstone advertising limit has been struck
do%n by a federal Court of Appeals as violanng the iniunVs affirrnatKe nght
to free sj eech ‘ Moreoter. the indwtr has made at least sonic headway with
its claim that the graphic image requirement violates the soc.ailed compJfr
speech’ feature of the First Amendment, a I explain further below

By way of background, during World War II, some schookhildren and their
parents objected to the iequirement that during the school day they had to recite
the Pledge ofAllegiance to the US government, a pledge that was (and in some
places still is) routinely recited in government (public) schools. The text of what
children recite technically pledges allegiance to the US flag as a representation of
the republican government and ideals for which it stands. Although the objecting
families centrally had religious objections to the pledge, the case was presented
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as a free speech claim. in the resulting Bzne& case, the US Supreme Court
agreed that forcing someone to speak can violate the First Amendment just as

a prohibition on speaking can This, of course, was an example of requiring
jdjvidua1 children to recite a political statement with which they did not agree.
The compelled speech doctrine was later applied, for example, to a law in the state
0fFloñda that required newspapers to provide free space in the paper for polid
cians they attack in editori4s° (a provision puiportedlyjusdfied on the ground
that the press was becoming too powerful in determining which candidates were
being e1ected)’ in effect, the ‘fight of reply’ law mandated the carrying of a
substantial ‘leuer-to-the-edito? from a political figure the paper had cdfidse&
The US Supreme Court also held this to be unconsdtudonal compelled speech.52
Again, this case involved political speech, and the court feared that the Nodda
itqufrement would chill the willingness ofthe press to take political stands in the
fiat place.

Seeing that the commercial speech doctrine could be used to attack bans
on advertising, tobacco companies have now attacked, as unconsdtudonal com
ed speech, the requirement that they include the ThA’s selection of graphic
—Cs.

It appears that nearly everyone in the business sector concedes that government
can require product sellers to print government mandated disclosures of facts.
Indeed, for this reason tobacco companies have not attacked, and are not likely to
attack, the new text warnings that Congress now requires.55

Yet, it should be noted that, in other contexts. whae the ‘facts’ aie claimed to
be cont oversial, just this sort of attack has been successfull> made. For example,
in the l990s, the State of Vermont, in effect, required food retailers to post a
notice disclosing which, if an , of the milk ft offered for sale came from cows that
sere treated with a synthetic growth hormone (‘iBS fl. The FDA at the time
had comluded that the milk fium t trns treated with rBST was no diffèient from
traditional milk,’ but theie had been considerable public concern about the use
of this new technology , and surveys of Vermont citizens suggested that a good
share of the public wished to know whethet the milk ft was being offered came
from ows that wne so treated7 Yet a divided federal Court ofAppeals enjoined
the operation of the Vermont law on the giound that consumer curiosity was an
insufficient basis for compelling a disdosure that d thy faimen using the treatment
did not want retaileis to make.31

So, too, m 2010, the city of San Francisco adopted an ordinance iequiflng
labels on mobile telephones to disclose the specific amount ofelectronic radiation
they emit, and then later amended the law requiring instead that cell phone sell-
els generally inform consumers that there may be a risk ofharm from cell phone
emissions and what consumers might do to reduce that possible risk7 But even if

citizens might wish to know about this potential danger, since any auual danger
is thought to be speculative at this point, both the initial and amended versions
were attacked in court, and, aftei a temporary injunction was granted?8 the city
decided to abandon the litigation and agreed not to enforce the ordinance.’9
Again, industry was successful in using the compelled speech doctrine.
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on the other hand. the First Amendment attack on New York City’s menu
labelling requirement (discussed above),60 which also raised ‘compelled spee
claims, failed when the Court ofAppeals concluded that calorie counts were fac
that the government clearly had the right to demand that food sellers disclose wj
their products.6’

The Vermont and San Francisco decisions seem ironically inconsistent with
the original idea underlying the application of the First Amendment’s free speech
clause to commercial speech: that consumers have a right to receive informa
tion. In these decisions, where state or local government is responding to pubIj
demand, courts, in effect, are stepping in and effectively precluding consumers
from receiving information that many would like to have. Although it is corn-
monly said that the best way to deal with speech you disagree with is to encourage
more speech, thejudiciaiy here is behaving paternalistically (or, some might say, it
is simply being hosti’e to regulation): sellers cannot be required to convey informa
don when the alarm raised is ofscientific dubiousness and where, as a result, in the
court’s view, a different branch ofgovernment might be misleading the public. Of
course, Vermont and San Francisco could rent billboard space or mail flyers to
voters expressing the very concerns that motivated the invalidated laws, and that
would surely be legal. But it probably makes a substantial difference ifgovernment
is unable to put the information right in front ofconsumersjust as they are making
product purchase decisions.

Returning then to the graphic images the FDA selected to be placed on ciga
rette packages, the industry complained that these images (unlike the text) do
not convey ‘facts’ but rather are emotional appeals intentionally designed to get
people not to smoke that is, to quit, or not to start, or not to relapse after having
previously quit).6 And while one US Court ofAppeals upheld the general por
of Congress and the FDA to require graphic images,63 in 20 1 2 the Court of
Appeals for the District ofColumbia (by a divided 2 1 vote) later held the specific
images selected by the FDA to be unconstitutional compelled speech.64

At one point, the majority of the District of Columbia Court says of the
graphic images: They are unabashed attempts to evoke emotion (and perhaps
embarrassment) and browbeat consumers into quitting’.65 This seems a not unfair
appraisal. Yet, later in the opinion. the majority finds that despite the widespread
requirement in nations throughout the world that cigarette packs carry such
warnings, there is no persuasive evidence that they actually make any significant
difference in reducing smoking prevalence rates.66 And, as a result ofthat finding,
the court concluded that the government could not force tobacco companies to
carry messages designed to reduce the sale of its products even if the companies
probably had little to worry about in terms of lost sales.67 (Of course, the compa
nies surely do woriy about lost sales, and there is a certain irony here that had the
images been shown clearly to work elsewhere in driving down smoking rates, they
might well have been upheld. )68 The FDA so far has chosen not to appeal the
matter to the US Supreme Court and instead is currently reconsidering whether
there are other graphic images it might require that the Court of Appeals would
approve
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There is some reason to doubt the sensibility of this decision on a number of
grounds. First, just how do you illustrate graphically the fact that ‘cigarettes cause
jung cancer’ without showing an unattractive picture of a diseased lung next to a
healthy one, or that ‘dgarettá can kill you’ without showing a dearly dead (not
sleeping) body, and so on? That such photos appeal to the emotions ofthe viewers
fails tO counter the argument that the photos are illustrating facts. Second, in any
evefl it is ludicrous to say that the text warnings themselves are merely designed
to create informed consumers who are to decide for themselves whether or not to
5°ke. These warnings are required to be placed on the packs and on cigarette
advertisements because the public, through government, has decided that smok
ing is bad and wants to discourage it (without making ft formally ilLegal, other
than with respect to sales to teens, given past experience with alcohol prohibition
and current experience with marijuana prohibition). Therefore, the fact-emotion
distinction seems the wrong way to analyse these issues.

I believe that there is a better way to look at these new text warnings and
required graphic images (as wefi as the disclosures challenged in the Vermont
and San Francisco cases discussed above). They should be treated as instances of
government requiring business owners to carry agovcnment message on their prod-
uct packaging as a condition ofbeing allowed to sell the product That is, what is
being compelled is the carrying ofgovernment speech, and that should be made
quite dear if need be (eg ‘the US Surgeon General wants you to know that ciga
rettes cause strokes and heart disease’). Cigarette companies are not compelled to
say they believe the message (as were the schoolchildren in the pledge case), and
surely no viewer of the package would take the photos at stake in the RJ RepwWc
case to be messages from the tobacco companies.

The government dearly has the right to convey this view, for example, on
billboards, on television, in schools and the like. To be dear, we, through our
elected leaders, have the right to say that we want people not to smoke Oust as
government has the right to tell the public that some people are concerned about
rBST in milk and mobile telephode emissions, just as government has the right
to encourage people to take public transport instead of driving automobiles and
so On).

The legal issue then is to what extent may the public place its view on the prod-
ucts in question? As I see it, this sort ofregulatory restriction does not involve the
First Amendment so long as it does not predude the tobacco sellers from also con-
stying their message (which the graphic image requirement surely does not. To
be sure, at the extreme, using up too much ofa product’s packaging could amount
to a ‘taking’ of property without compensation under the Fifth Amendment of
the United States Cons&ution. Indeed, sometimes courts and commentators talk
about these matters as government using what might otherwise be viewed as
people’s private property to serve as a billboard for the government’s message.
But the legal doctrine in that area of constitutional law (the Fifth Amendment,
not the First Amendment) would seem to readily allow the government to daim
a substantial portion of one side of the cigarette package for its message without
that amounting to a regulatory taldng.7° Thetha this view ofhow to think about
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the soca1Ied ccompelled commercial speech’ cases will ultimately cany the day
remains to be seen]’

4 3* 4 Prohibition on tobacco sales in phannacies

Turning now to a matter raising a variety of complex constitutional law issues
the city of San Francisco recently adopted an ordinance banning the sale
of tobacco in pharmacies]2 The idea behind the law is that pharmacies are
supposed to reflect and promote health, and selling cigarettes is the Opposite
of that. Philip Morris attacked the law as violating its free speech rights, saying
in effect that by offering its products for sale via pharmacies it was engaging in
advertising (through the product packs) that is legally protected. This argument
was roundly rejected on the ground that the law banned the sale of a product, not

73

The San Francisco law initially applied only to stores that were primarily phar
macies74 and thereby exempted from its reach ‘big box’ stores such as ValMart,
Safeway and the like that included a pharmacy within their premises but where
the pharmacy business accounted for only a small share oftheir revenues. Because
of this exemption, the San Francisco law was next challenged by Waigreen, a
large pharmacy chain, which protested that it was singled out for regulation
when its competitors (or at least some of them) were not. This complaint rested
on the Equal Protection clause of the United States Gonstitution. Normally, courts
apply only a ational basis’ test to challenged laws like this,75 and almost always
some rational basis is found for distinctions that are made after all, Waigreen
centrally presents itself as a pharmacy, and WalMart does not. But, surprisingly,
a California appeals court at least preliminarily sided with Valgreen]° Instead of
appealing the legal ruling, San Francisco amended its law to eliminate the big box

7/ thereby removing \Valgreen’s objection.
This caused Safeway then to sue, claiming now that it was penalised in ways

that did not apply to other grocery chains that sold cigarettes but did not operate
pharmacies within their facilities. While one readily sees the delicate policy choice
that San Francisco had to make, one can also see why retailers oftobacco products
such as Safeway were unhappy that they could no longer sell cigarettes when some
of their competitors could. This time, however, a federal district court applied the
normal rational basis test and upheld the distinction between Safeway and other
grocery chains in the face of an equal protection challenge]8 Hence, the measure
went into effect, leaving big box stores in San Francisco th the option of either
removing tobacco sales or removing pharmacies from their premises.

What seems clear for now is that tobacco, alcohol and unhealthy food comrn
panics will be quick to invoke their ‘free speech’ (and other constitutional) rights
whenever they can fashion even a plausible legal challenge to public health
regulation; and their position has gained considerable support from the federal
courts, not only where government tries to limit anything that could be termed an
advertisement, but also when government seeks to have product sellers provide
information to would-be buyers. Ofcourse, government, ifsufflcienfly stymied by
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lawsuits, could, for example, impose ever higher taxes on these products without
a serious fear of unconsfitudonality. Yet, not only are such taxes politically more
difficult to adopt, at least sometimes they an not as carefully targeted in ways that
other public health measures might be, albeit measures that are more vulnerable
to legal defeat

1.4 Attacking the scope ofkgal autkor4v: ultra vms examples

U. 1 Mao York City Board qfHealth: limilãig soda sizer

Former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg devoted considerable atten
uon during his time in office to promoting a range of public health inithdves,
including controls on second hand smoke,79 eliminating trans fats from restaurant
food8° and requifing calorie counts to be posted on chain restaurant menus.8t
One ongoing target of his has been what he views as, and public health leaden
agree is, the American over-consumption ofsweetened beverages.82 He supported
ideas such as significantly taxing the purchase of these sodas,° and preventing
those low income Americans who are given food stamps from using those stamps
to buy sugar-sweetened beveragesfr’ Neither of these was adopted. Instead, the
New York City Board of Health adopted perhaps his most controvenial pm-
pont: limiting the portion size of the sale of these beverages by restaurants to 16
ounces (about 500 milhilites). People could buy additional servings and in effect
consume as much as they like. But the cup or glass size had to be limited on the
theory that most people would not pursue a second serving, and this would in turn
reduce consumption in places where the default standard sen’ing absent the law
was more than 16 ounces, or often even as much as twice that amount86

Before this measure went into effect, it was attacked on a range of rounds by
soda retailers, and as of this wddng those attacks have been successful. The trial
judge held that this rule was ‘arbitrary and capricious’ eg because it applies only
to some sweetened beverages and only to some establishments that sell such bever
ages, while failing to ban ‘refills’) and therefore is unconstitutional.87 It is question-
able whether a judge should override a justifiable public health measure such as
this because of the way the drafters resolved certain policy details. Governments
regularly adopt all sorts ofarguably right but in the end wrong or meaningless or
ineffective laws, and the remedy for this is supposed to be repeal in the political
process, not invalidation by the judge.

In addition, the tfialjudge found that the Board ofHealth did not have the legal
authorityto adopt such a rule, in effect conduding (after extensive review of the
histow ofthe Board’s delegated powers) that it could regulate only with respect to
communicable diseases and not NCDs.88 Such a broad holding threatens not only
this policy but other policies that the Board adopted under Mayor Bloomberg’s
time in office.

The city appealed, and the appeals court, on a narrower basis, affirmed the trial
judge’s conclusion that because of the way this particular measure was drafted,
presented and decided, the CBord of Health overstepped the boundaries of its
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lawfully delegated authority’.89 The city then further appealed the case to Ne,
York’s highest court, which in October 2013 arced to decide the matter.

It seems dear that had the City Council adopted the portion size limit, thai
would have been well within its legal authority. But apparently the Mayor d%
not have the votes for that, which explains why he instead sought approval and
obtained it through the Board of Health, a very special institution in New York
City. Hence, while this legal battle, as it now stands, represents an example ofa so
far successful challenge to an action being beyond the legal power ofthe enacting
body, it is perhaps a special case.

4.4.2 Food andThugAdmthirfraliou: rulathg tobacco

The legal strategy used by industry of attacking the scope of legal authority of
a regulating body might be better illustrated by tobacco’s attack on an effort in
the 1990s by the Th&9’ Prior to that time, it had been largely taken for granted
that the FDA did not have jurisdiction over tobacco products.92 Yet, FDA head
Dr David Kessler (who is both a physician and lawyez) finally concluded that it
was socially intolerable that the product causing the greatest number ofpreventS
able deaths in the nation each year cigarettes (and related tobacco products)
— would remain essentially unregulated by the federal government93 Existing fed-
eraijurisdiction had been effectively exercised only with respect to cigarette smug-
gling (and contraband trafficking)” and the collection (and evasion) of tobacco
taxes.95

When Kessler and his lawyers proposed to assert FDAjufisdicdon, they first
focused on the idea that even if the WA could not regulate cigarettes directly,
it had the right to regulate the nicotine they contained, since nicotine seemed
to meet the statutory definition ofa ‘drug’Y Agency officials gathered evidence
showing how carefully the tobacco companies mixed the types oftobacco leaves
they udlised so as to achieve a targeted level ofaddictive nicotine in their prod-
ucts. One serious legal hurdle, however, was that if nicotine-carrying cigarettes
were viewed as a new product coming onto the 1990s market as a ‘drug’, the’
would surely be banned. They dearly are not ‘safe’ and obviously could not
be shown to be so ‘effective’ in curing some health problem as to be permitted
with warnings about their lethal quality.97 But Kessler did not propose to make
future sales illegaL So, he and his lawyers adjusted their legal focus and further
claimed that cigarettes were drug-delivery devices, and as ‘medical devices’
the agency not only had jurisdiction over them but also had more flexibility
as to how to regulate them.98 In 1995, Kessler proposed a medley of regula
tow measures through which he hoped the agency could achieve a substantial
reduction in smoking rates, especially among youths? Having lost in battle
against the FDA in the regulatory process, the tobacco industry attacked this
effort in court, and in due course the US Supreme Court sided with industry,
as I now explain.

In 2000, in the bourn and BillUwnxn case, the Supreme Court concluded (in
a 5-4 vote) that Congress had deliberately intended tobacco products to fail out-
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side the jurisdiction of the A,’°1 so that this effort by the agency amounted to
an illegal overreach and was not entitled to thejudidal deference that is frequently
given to an agency’s interpretation of Ia rity’°2 Taking a big picture over-
iew ofdrug and device regulation, the court majority concluded that, if tobacco
products were to be regulated under the then existing legal structure, the regula
tow solution would be to ban them from the marketplace,’°” something that the
FDA had no intention of doing. The court also viewed other statutory measures
regulating tobacco, such as the FCLAA, as having been enacted with the under-
standing that it was Congress, and not the FDA, that was to make tobacco policy
for the nafion.’°

Interestingly enough, this regulatory inithdve did not go away, and in due
course a substantial share of what Kessler proposed was actually adopted by
Congress. In 2009, it enacted the Family Smoking Pavendon and Tobacco Control
Ad (discussed above), with the result that at least certain sorts of ThA oversight
of tobacco products is now the law, but with the proviso that the fDA has no
authority to ban them as unsafe.’°3

These two examples the New York City portion-size limit law and the attempt
by the FDA to seize regulatory control of tobacco products — show how the
impacted industries will by no means accept new innovative public health inida
lives advanced by government, and will vigorously pursue legal avenues to rein
in measures that they can convince judges are beyond the existing authority of
those adopting them. This experience also shows thatlegisladon by core legislative
bodies Congress, state legislatures and city councils will not be vulnerable to
such challenges in the way that actions by public health bodies such as the FDA
and the New York City Board ofHealth are.

5 Conclusion
rfl chapter illustrates that various sorts of public health measures aimed at
tobacco, alcohol or unhealthy foods that seem quite sensible to the governmental
body adopting them may turn out in the US to be invalid. That there is more
‘adversarial legalism’ in the US than elsewhere is well known.’°6 That the big
tobacco, alcohol and unhealthy food companies would vigorously fight to protect
their interests is hardly a surprise. But this chapter shows what might well be
surprising elsewhere — how efiècdve those industries have been, using a variety
of legal arguments, in convincing often badly divided courts to come out theft
way. Many of these outcomes, especially the First Amendment constitutional
rights cases, would probably be difFerent in other nations. Yet not only is the US
especially wedded to 21st century capitalism, in turn our courts, which seem to
some to be increasingly politicised, appear to be generally leery of public health
measures that regulate business. Perhaps this is not surprising ifmanyjudges start
with a strong ideological commitment to the private market, for then public health
measures that seek to have widespread population effects that may be character-
ised as undermining the current preferences ofindMdual.consumen immediately
become suspect.
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